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Abstract: 
Mobile mapping technology (MMT) has evolved from a developmental technology into a 
well-established mapping solution over the past three decades, and it has revolutionized the 
surveying and mapping industry. With the rapid advancements in sensors technology and the 
emergence of mini-grade LIDAR and POS, the first generation street level mobile mapping 
systems (MMS) have shifted from the integration of digital camera and GPS to the integration 
of digital camera, IMU, LiDAR, and GNSS. Hundreds of commercialized street level MMS, 
such as LYNX, RIEGL’s VMX, Leador’s MMS, and Street Mapper, are being widely used to 
collect vast amounts of geospatial data and serve for many purposes. On the one hand, with 
the decreasing of prices, sizes, weights of LiDAR sensors and IMU in the past few years, both 
fixed-wing and roto-copter platforms open new application areas and represent the largest 
current user market in the geospatial industry. Quite a lot of such kind of UAV platforms 
mounting with mini-grade LiDAR (ranging from 50 meters to 400 meters) and IMU are being 
used for forest investigation, precision agriculture, power lines corridor mapping, and so on. 
On the other hand, with the emergence of backpack MMS that provide a complimentary and 
flexible solution between street level MMS and UAV MMS, it is now evolving towards 
compact, agile and flexible solutions for mapping complex environments (e.g., 3D indoor 
mapping, 3D cadastral mapping). Last but not least, we are witnessing a transition from street 
level, UAV, and backpack mobile mapping systems to intelligent robot mapping systems due 
to the tremendous advancements in Artificial Intelligence (AI), Deep Learning, and Cloud 
Computing. The integration of image geo-referencing and low-cost 3D sensors for 3D data 
capture (e.g., mini-grade LiDAR, Kinect) with a robot platform will serve high-end mapping 
tasks and new application fields, such as building information modeling (BIM) and urban 
infrastructure management, autonomous vehicles. I will share a lot of project examples on 
mobile mapping systems undertaken in Wuhan University, ranging from the first generation 
MMS (image based) to street level, to UAV based and to mapping robot. In the near future, I 
expect great progress in intelligent mapping robots and great opportunities for academic and 
industrial communities.  
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